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CLICKTEAM NEWS 

NEW BUILD 249 BETA 5  
  
    A New beta build of Multimedia Fusion 2 has been released! Build 249 Beta # 5 contains a ton of new bug 
fixes that should help correct a lot of bugs found over the last couple of test reports. Remember this build is a 
BETA version, please make backup copies of your applications before loading them with the new version! Yves 
hopes that this one will be the final version of build 249.  READ MORE

New features and bug fixes in this version 

1. Event editor : crash when you want to retrieve a global value or string and you press OK without 
selecting a value.

2. Event editor : when you delete a password-protected group and undoes this command the 
group was opened

3. Event editor : Goto Line works with new event line numbers.
4. Picture editor : color boxes partially covered by color palette on machines with large dialog font 

size.
5. Runtime : crash in "user clicks on an object" condition when the "run while resizing" option is 

selected and a mouse click on an object makes the application to enter in modal mode (popup 
menu, etc).

6. Runtime : the End of Application condition was not triggered by a Restart Application action.
7. Drag & drop movement doesn't work in maximized mode
8. Draw Object : display glitch in frame editor when the border option is set.
9. OS object : now recognizes Windows 7.
10. Quiz object : Wrong page displayed when using external file quiz definition (for priority page, 

information page, input page).
11. Java : Overlapping backdrops does not work in collision with box if the backdrop objects are 

obstacle only.
12. Java : Collisions with the background of quick backdrop objects was one pixel on the right too 

short.
13. Java : Get alterable value by index, Get alterable string by index used to crash.
14. Java Mobile : the newline$ function has no effect.
15. Java Mobile : ADDTODEBUGGER was not authorized in a Java Mobile application
16. Java Mobile : Sound crash on certain phones.
17. Java Standalone & Applets : The Question object was not erased properly.
18. Java Standalone & Applets : scaling an object to 0 used to crash.
19. Java Applets : incorrect mouse coordinates if the frame is smaller than the window.
20. Java Standalone Apps : a Question object immediately opened in the first frame of an 

application, prevented the application from being displayed.
21. Java : Moogame ported to Java. 

                CLICKTEAM GOES TO WASHINGTON

     Clickteam USA's Jeff Vance, DT Holder and Chris Carson as 
well as Head of Clickteam UK Operations Jason Darby invaded 
Washington DC for the annual NECC educational show. This 
year to support our continued push in to the educational market a 
new larger booth was used to much success. The new booth size 
with room for  multiple demo machines help to almost triple the 
demo's usually given. The show has been considered a success 
even after staff sustaining injuries, eating Schnitzel and The 
Super Sized Drink Caper. Follow the link to read more about 
Clickteam's adventures in Washington DC.. READ MORE

http://www.clickteam.com/epicenter/ubbthreads.php?ubb=showflat&Number=153732#Post153732
http://www.clickteam.com/epicenter/ubbthreads.php?ubb=showflat&Number=151440#Post151440


EXTENSION NEWS

I  rrlicht   Extension Progress  

     Clickteam's own Greyhill has been diligently at work 
refining his set of 3d Extensions for MMF2. Currently it 
seems to be moving along nicely with the system broken 
down into separate objects like the terrain object, lighting 
object and mesh object. 

He has provided Klikdisc with a awesome visual demo of 
the extensions in action in the form of a executable, which 
you see in the picture of it here. But to really experience 
the amazing future of Multimedia Fusion, you really need 
to check out the Executable on your own PC, Which is 
available on this month's Issue of Klikdisc

Grab my Copy of Klikdisc Here

Announcing The Raytracing Extension

    have you ever sat in front of your MMF app with a
blank frame wondering how you could make a cool
Wolfenstein 3d Game? Well you don't have to wonder
for much longer! Daniel Rehn Programming master
has been working on a secret extension project.
   
   The raytracing extension will allow MMF users to 
quickly build a 3d games using the same rendering
methods found in older games like Wolfenstein. Soon
users will be able to use this to make FPS, Dungeon
crawlers, or RPG's with ease.  Check out the latest 
issue of Klikdisc to play the first level of a fully functional 
Wolfenstein 3d clone made in MMF!

                                                       

We need you submissions, don't forget 
to visit the Clickteam forums and show 

us what you have created with MMF and 
we will include it the next issue!

Submit Here

                                                       The Latest from Subsoap Studio's

http://www.clickteam.com/website/usa/klikdisc/
http://www.clickteam.com/website/usa/klikdisc/
http://www.clickteam.com/epicenter/ubbthreads.php?ubb=showflat&Number=148669#Post148669
http://www.clickteam.com/website/usa/klikdisc/
http://www.bigfishgames.com/download-games/5598/faerie-solitaire/index.html?afcode=af7d25f053d1


ENLIGHTNENUS REVIEW 

       Enlightenus is a hidden object adventure game. You are the famous 
Inspector Doubleleaf who is hired by a man named Edgar Lee to find his 
missing novel pages. The catch is you must travel through time using a 
machine which inspired the author's novels. It seems to have gone on the blink 
causing a complete energy surge to scatter his pages throughout an alternate 
version of his mansion. The only way back to the correct time is to solve all the 
puzzles and find the hidden objects to uncover how to get back home, because 
once you have accepted the mission and traveled to the alternate time, there is 
no way back without the pages. 

   This game incorporates a new way to look at the hidden 
object concept and in my mind stands alone in 
comparison to all other hidden object games. I haven't 
come across another game with the same premise as 
Enlightenus. You as the player are not just looking for 
items on a list in a picture full of clutter and objects. The 
main objective to this game is that you are given items at 
the beginning of each puzzle and you must find where to 
place it in the picture full of objects. For example, if you 
are giving a fly as one of the objects, common sense tells 
you to click on the spider web, or if your given a match 
find a candle or lantern that might need lighting. This puts 
a somewhat backwards spin on the whole hunting the 
object because your hunting what to do with the object 
instead. 

     Another twist to their type of hidden object concept is that the creators also make it where there is a series of 
items to complete or find first before completing the search for another specific item or task. What I mean by this 
is that maybe you have a chisel to sculpt stone, but there is no stone present, but you also have a key in your list 
,which you then find and unlock a chest that in turn contains a stone which ultimately you will end up using your 
given chisel.

      Enlightenus is a very complex and compelling game 
that puts a whole new spin on hidden object gameplay. 
The only issues I had with the game were that by the time 
you managed to get a full understanding of the game and 
what the objectives were, the demo was over, so you 
might not get the whole effect of the game premise 
without purchase. The second and only other issue was 
that this game does offer a hint system to ease gameplay, 
and I actually ended up collecting and saving them for a 
harder challenge, but the hint system is timed and it 
seems as if it took the whole level for the meter to fill back 
up after the use of one hint, so if you can't find your object 
by then, you are sitting around and waiting a lot. Overall I 
did in fact enjoy this game and the fresh new approach to 
the hidden object gameplay and I will probably purchase it 
in the near future.

-Kristen (Resident KlikDisc Reviewer)

http://www.bigfishgames.com/download-games/5716/enlightenus/index.html?afcode=af7d25f053d1
http://www.bigfishgames.com/download-games/5716/enlightenus/index.html?afcode=af7d25f053d1
http://www.bigfishgames.com/download-games/5716/enlightenus/index.html?afcode=af7d25f053d1
http://www.bigfishgames.com/download-games/5716/enlightenus/index.html?afcode=af7d25f053d1


Whats on the full Version?
Visit: http://www.clickteam.com/website/usa/klikdisc/

The full version of Klikdisc is packed with tons of goodness. Stuff from all over the Klik community, We are sure 
there is something their even for you! Check out games like Faerie Solitaire, Ion Adventures, Death From above 
and others. Build new games with two new exclusive tutorials, Match 3 and vertical shooter. As well as a ton of 
other stuff

Here is the full content list.
 
Commercial Titles
Faerie Solitaire Demo - Subsoap Studios
Turning The Tide Demo - Steve Harris
The Magic Toy Chest Demo - Graduate Games
Frogger Bound Demo- Softwarewolf
The Ion Adventures Demo Demo- Renato Depaoli
 
Freeware Title
Death From Above - Gamesare Studios
Blob's Adventure 2 - Jespers Web Studio
Fusion Shapes - MaVado
Scrolling Survivor - Zoglu Productions
Yellow Shape - Zoglu Productions
Calculix - Zoglu Productions
Gambit Ball - Zoglu Productions
Fusion World Search Engine - Fusion World
Aeon - Gamesare Studios
Santaman and his iced muffins - Hayo Van Reek
Hills and Balls - LB
World of Abstractica - MJK Games
Zombie Hunterz - Pentagraf
Lil' Pirate - AndyUK
Ten Ton Ninja - Addictive 24/7
Tops the Pig 2 - Jon Lambert
Kung Fu 2 - KNPMaster
 
News
General Clickteam News
Irrlicht 3d Extensions Update (Viewable Demo)
Raytracing Extension Update (Playable Demo)
 
Reviews
Enlightenus - Blue Tea Games
Faerie Solitaire - Subsoap Studios
 
Previews
Core of Innocence - Pudding Hat Games
Incursion - Gamesare Studios
  
Indepth Tutorials
How to build a Match Three Game - MaVado
How to build a Vertical Shooter - Kisguri
 
New Libraries
Puzzle game sound pack (1 song, 9+ sounds)
Puzzle Graphics Library (Several sets of GFX images)
Shooter game sound pack (2 songs, 20+ Sounds)
Presentation Sound Effects - Multimedia Science

Open Source
Over 30 Open Source Files 

ORDER YOURS TODAY!

http://www.clickteam.com/website/usa/klikdisc/
http://www.clickteam.com/website/usa/klikdisc/

